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Caros participantes (Dear Participants), 

Sejam bem-vindos à São Paulo! It is a joy to have such a diverse, talented, and dedicated group of students 
together from Harvard and Brazil for the second edition of the Mentoring and Language Acquisition in Brazil 
(MLAB) program. Parabéns to all of you for being accepted to MLAB and for your dedication during the first 
semester of the program. After much progress via Skype, we’re looking forward to an intensive and enjoyable 
week of in-person interaction. There is no substitute for spending time together. 

MLAB was inspired by our positive experiences running collaborative Harvard-Brazil programs over the past 
seven years and by the opportunity to help eliminate barriers to internationalization in Brazil and at Harvard. 
There is a talented pool of young students in Brazil with incredible life stories, overwhelming potential and an 
admirable eagerness to take advantage of the chance to study abroad. Many of the most talented candidates, 
however, lack sufficient English-language abilities and direct contact with inspiring role models. MLAB aims to 
eliminate these barriers and to create a more solid, broader foundation for international collaboration with Brazil 
– regardless of students’ financial circumstances. Initial progress is exciting. A number of past MLAB participants 
have already gained acceptance to competitive international universities. Fundação Estudar and other MLAB 
partners have played a central role in successfully preparing record numbers of Brazilians to enter the world’s 
best universities. 

As you will read in the pages of this packet and – more interestingly – learn from each other throughout the 
week, the backgrounds of MLAB participants are as diverse as they are impressive. Participating Harvard students 
represent Cape Verde, Portugal, El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Guatemala, Italy, Brazil, China and 
various states in the U.S. Many are the first in their families to attend college. Most could not be at Harvard 
without significant or full financial aid. Participants from Brazil, all originally from public schools, have shown 
exceptional commitment to learning and to overcoming major obstacles. We are targeting life-changing 
experiences for both groups. Harvard students, please take full advantage of your time in Brazil to explore this 
fascinating country. We would love to have you back as participants in formal programs or to help you chart your 
own course. Amigos brasileiros, please make the most of this opportunity to learn from your mentors and don’t 
hesitate to ask questions. 

To our MLAB partners from Colégio Bandeirantes, Colégio ETAPA, Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante, Fundação Estudar, 
Fundação Lemann, and ISMART, thank you for believing in this program, for your advice and suggestions along 
the way, for supporting your students and for your collaboration in getting ideas off of paper and into practice. 
We owe you and the many individuals who have generously agreed to participate in MLAB our warmest and 
most sincere thanks. You are certain to inspire the MLAB participants to dream big and to continue to work hard 
to achieve their goals.  

Grande abraço, 

 
Jason Dyett 
Program Director, Brazil Office 
Harvard University – David Rockefeller 
Center for Latin American Studies 

 
Isamar Vega 
Post-Graduate Fellow, Harvard 
University - David Rockefeller Center for 
Latin American Studies; Harvard College 
Graduate, 2013; MLAB participant, 2012 
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Brazil’s President, Dilma Rousseff, recently announced the goal of offering 75 thousand scholarships to Brazilians 
seeking to study in foreign universities by 2014. There is a talented pool of young students in Brazil with 
incredible life stories, overwhelming potential, and an admirable eagerness to take advantage of the chance to 
study abroad. A large percentage of the most talented candidates, however, lack sufficient English-language 
abilities and direct contact with inspiring role models who understand what it takes to make it to a place like 
Harvard. The Mentoring and Language Acquisition in Brazil (MLAB) program aims to help eliminate those barriers 
for the next generation of Brazil’s leaders while simultaneously providing Harvard College students a unique 
cultural immersion experience in one of the world’s most vibrant and forward-thinking countries. 

During this program, 15 carefully-selected Harvard College students will work to inspire 15 young Brazilians 
through a one-on-one college prep mentorship, focused group discussions, and fun hands-on activities. The 
Brazilian students are being chosen with the help of local partners based on their extraordinary commitment to 
learning, demonstrated resolve to overcome socioeconomic obstacles, and ability – with mentoring – to 
successfully apply to and succeed in top-tier international university programs.  

 
OBJECTIVES 
 

 Nourish positive intercultural exchange and investment between students who have made it to a top-
tier college and Brazilian students who would like to be on the same path.   

 Develop a model of virtual mentorship focusing on identity development, inspiration, and language 
acquisition that can be adopted more broadly and have impact at scale. 

 Establish a program that stimulates deeper engagement with Brazil at Harvard. 

 Inspire Brazilian students to see English fluency as an achievable goal that will help them reach their 
highest academic and personal dreams. Inspire Harvard College students to see achieving Portuguese 
fluency as a fulfilling academic and personal endeavor. 

 Strengthen network of collaborations between Harvard and existing partner institutions in Brazil through 
a shared, hands-on initiative. 

 
CORE PROGRAM FEATURES 
 

 Highly-selective application process: Only 15 exceptional Harvard College students and 15 Brazilian high 
school students were selected to participate after a rigorous application process. 

o Need-blind selection in Brazil and at Harvard: Harvard students volunteer their time. Brazilian 
students selected based on their exceptional commitment to learning. Given high financial need, 
participants receive substantial financial aid. 

 1:1: Ratio of Harvard College mentors and high-potential, high-need Brazilian mentees ages 15-17. 

 Orientation: Mentors and mentees participated in orientations introducing the program structure, 
timeline, expectations, and tips on taking advantage of the MLAB experience for mutual growth and 
benefit. 
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 Trainings: Mentors participate in mentorship training workshops throughout the year to equip them 
with the tools they need to successfully build effective relationships with their mentees. 

 Virtual Mentorship: Mentors and mentees engage in the mentorship by following a mentoring session 
schedule.  All students participate in biweekly one-on-one video chat sessions and brief weekly email or 
social media conversations with a topic or question as a starting point for discussion. The content of the 
sessions is meant to aid in personal development, positive academic and behavioral outcomes, and 
improved English language skills.  

 January Immersion Experience:  

o PUCRS Portuguese and Community Service Program: Mentors who demonstrated a commitment 
to MLAB were given preference for participation in the PUCRS program to improve their 
Portuguese language skills for two weeks in January in Porto Alegre. 

o MLAB in São Paulo: Mentors and mentees meet for the first time in January and participate in a 
week of culturally relevant and engaging events. Brazilian students will be immersed in English, 
as all activities will be conducted in English. 

 MLAB-Wide Events: Several events are held throughout the year to bring MLAB participants and 
partners together for conversations with special guests. 

 Assessments: The program will seek continuous feedback throughout the year from all participants to 
determine program effectiveness. 

 Inter-institutional: MLAB is a tool for strengthening and selectively extending key Harvard/Brazil 
partnerships. 
 

STUDENT PROFILES 
 
MLAB seeks to attract the most talented young Brazilians from underprivileged backgrounds and the Harvard 
College students most able to inspire them. We are targeting life-changing experiences for both groups, which 
require extremely careful participant selection. There is a strong and natural fit between the target participant 
groups that will translate into the motivation required to help sustain interest and dedication far beyond formal 
program dates.  
 

 Harvard College Student Body Characteristics 

o Over 70 percent of all Harvard College students receive financial aid. 

o Minority students comprise nearly 40% of the student body. 

o Foreign student population, drawn from more than 140 countries, makes up approximately 11% 
percent of total enrollment at Harvard College. 

o Increase of more than 150% in Portuguese language study at Harvard in last decade. 

o During the school year, 1,400 Harvard students volunteer in 86 different service programs in the 
Boston-area (PBHA). 

o Demand for hands-on, outside-the-classroom learning and teaching experiences is very high - 
several hundred Harvard students have volunteered as educators in developing countries since the 
inception of World Teach in 1986. 
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 Brazilian student characteristics 

o Exceptional young Brazilians who receive supplementary instruction already face very long days 
(often from 5am to 8pm).  Making learning enjoyable is a critical success factor in sustaining their 
efforts to learn English. 

o Most Brazilian students have had few interactions with students at prestigious universities in the US, 
if any. This program will shatter the stereotype that most Harvard students are wealthy and 
homogenous, fostering eye-opening bonds that leave students believing they can achieve anything 
they put their minds to. 

o Students from low-income families have little opportunity to travel; this program will bring together 
students with diverse backgrounds, further enhancing the variety and depth of exchanges that will 
take place. 

o Academic deficiencies are a challenge to reverse in all areas, particularly in English language 

acquisition.  
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MLAB JANUARY PROGRAM AGENDA 
 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 
11:50am-1:10pm Arrival of Harvard mentors in São Paulo. 

Harvard students will be greeted at Guarulhos International Airport by a 
representative of the Harvard Brazil Office.  
 

3:00 pm Check In at LimeTime Hostel 
Rua Treze de Maio, 1552 – Bela Vista (near Metrô Brigadeiro) 
 

Afternoon Late Lunch and free time to explore Avenida Paulista (Shopping Paulista, Casa das 
Rosas) 
 

7:30 pm Informal Mentor Preparatory Dinner  
Pizzaria Speranza Bixiga, R. 13 de Maio, 1004 
 

 

Monday, January 20, 2014 
9:30-11:30am MLAB Welcome 

Harvard DRCLAS Brazil Office – Avenida Paulista, 1337 – Bela Vista cj.171 
Mentors and mentees meet each other in person for the first time at the Harvard 
Brazil office. The objectives and schedule for the week will be covered. 
 
Introductions of Partner Organizations 
Representatives from each Brazilian partner institution will provide a brief 
overview of her/his respective organization. 
 

12:30-1:30pm Lunch at Mercado Municipal 
Rua da Cantareira, 306 – Sé  
 

1:30-2:30pm Visits to the Municipal Market and 25 de Março Street Fair 
Rua da Cantareira, 306 – Sé, Rua 25 de Março  
 

2:30-5:15pm Walking Tour of Downtown, Visit to the Banespa Tower, and Liberdade 
Downtown São Paulo  
Stops include the Banespa Tower (Edíficio Altino Arantes),  Pateo do Collegio, 
Catedral da Sé, and Liberdade, the traditional Japanese neighborhood. 
 

6:00-7:00pm Fundação Estudar, the Estudar Fora Initiative & Education in Brazil vs. in the United 
States 
Edíficio Paulista I - Avenida Paulista, 1337 – 24º andar 
A presentation by Laila Parada-Worby (Prep Program Coordinator, Fundação 
Estudar; Harvard College Class of 2012) and Amauri Bordini (Institutional 
Relations Analyst, Fundação Estudar). 
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Tuesday, January 21, 2014 
9:00am-12:00pm Visit to Ibirapuera Park and Museu Afro Brasil 

Avenida Pedro Álvares Cabral – Vila Mariana (Portão 10) 
Depart from LimeTime Hostel, Rua Treze de Maio 1552 – Bela Vista 
 

12:30-1:30pm Lunch at MASP 
Avenida Paulista, 1578 – Bela Vista  
 

1:30-4:00pm Visit to Museu de Arte de São Paulo (MASP), Parque Trianon, and Livraria Cultura 
Avenida Paulista, 1578 – Bela Vista and upper Avenida Paulista 
 

5:00-6:30pm Dreaming Big, Working Hard, and Building Networks 
Harvard DRCLAS Brazil Office – Avenida Paulista, 1337 – Bela Vista cj.171 
A conversation with Flavia Almeida (Managing Director, Península Participações; 
Member of Board of Overseers, Harvard University; Member of the Harvard 
DRCLAS Brazil Office Advisory Group; Harvard Business School Class of 1994). 
 

 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 
9:00am - 12:00pm Free Time for Mentor/Mentee Pair Activities. 

 

1:00-2:00pm Lunch at Bar-Café O Torcedor 
Praça Charles Miller, Loja 1  - São Paulo – SP 
Depart from LimeTime Hostel at 12:30pm sharp! 
 

2:00-3:30pm Visit to the Museu do Futebol 
Praça Charles Miller, s/n   
 

5:00-6:30pm Education, Technology & Innovation  
GEEKIE – Avenida Moaci, 965 - Moema 
A conversation with Claudio Sassaki (Founder, Geekie). 
 

 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 
7:30am – 9:00 pm 
 
 
12:00pm 
 
6:00pm 
 

Trip to Santos (coast of São Paulo state) 
Depart from LimeTime Hostel at 7:30am SHARP! 
 
Lunch in Santos. Prepackaged lunches will be distributed before departure. 
 
Dinner in Santos before returning to São Paulo. 
 

9:00pm Arrival at LimeTime Hostel. 
Brazilian mentees will be picked up by parents at LimeTime Hostel. 
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Friday, January 24, 2014 

 

  

9:30am-10:30am Closing Breakfast with Jorge Paulo Lemann 
Edíficio Paulista I - Avenida Paulista, 1337 – 24º andar 
Informal conversation with Jorge Paulo Lemann (Co-Founder of 3G Capital; 
Founder and Chair of Fundação Lemann; Co-Founder and Board Member of 
Fundação Estudar; Harvard College Class of 1961) on building the next generation 
of leaders. 
 

10:30am-12:00pm Final Mentor-Mentee Presentations 
Edíficio Paulista I - Avenida Paulista, 1337 – 24º andar 
Each mentor-mentee pair gives an informal closing presentation to the group. 
Mentors will present in Portuguese. Mentees will present in English. How did 
your perspective change throughout the program? How did your goals change? 
What are you going to take away from this experience? 
 

12:30-1:30pm Check out of Hostel and Light Lunch 
 

1:30-5:30pm Final Good-Byes and Free Time 
 

5:30-7:30pm Harvard Mentors Travel to Guarulhos Airport (GRU) 
Depart from LimeTime Hostel 
 

7:30pm Arrival at GRU 
 

10:30pm First Flights Depart to the U.S. 
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PARTNER INSTITUTIONS 
 
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 
 

Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante 
The objective of Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante, in Fortaleza, Ceará, is to develop the intellectual, affective, and 
locomotor potentials of its students, in addition to providing a complete education that develops a social 
conscience and a historic and critical perspective of society to strengthen national unity and international 
solidarity.  
 

Colégio Bandeirantes 
Located in the city of São Paulo, Colégio Bandeirantes aims to empower its students through knowledge and 
training, encouraging leadership and civic participation by promoting critical thinking, initiative, creativity, 
independence and social responsibility. 
 
Colégio ETAPA 
Believing that education is essential for human development, Colégio ETAPA’s mission is to research more 
effective and efficient methods for the acquisition, development, and spread of values and knowledge; to 
stimulate the individual thinking of each student and professional involved in the educational process; and to 
foster conditions so that all students realize their dreams and ideas, with the goal to contribute to the creation 
of a better and more just world. 
 

Primeira Chance 
Founded in 2011 in Fortaleza, Ceará, Primeira Chance is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, non-governmental 
organization that promotes the social inclusion of socioeconomically disadvantaged youth by investing in their 
education. Primeira Chance acts by identifying talented youth from disadvantaged backgrounds who 
demonstrate the capacity and dedication necessary to be successful in their academic and professional lives. 
 

PROGRAM PARTNERS 
 
Fundação Estudar 
The Estudar Foundation is the ideal place for anyone who wants to change Brazil. Created in 1991, Estudar is a 
nonprofit institution that supports the development of high-potential Brazilian youth who inspire and contribute 
to the development of Brazil. With the aim of being a hotbed of leaders and generating an exponential effect for 
the country, Estudar bets on change by way of promoting study and knowledge. Considering inspiration by way 
of success stories, it constitutes a community of leaders from diverse areas. Its principal mission is to invest in the 
development of Brazil.  
 

Fundação Lemann 
The Lemann Foundation is a nonprofit founded in 2002 by Brazilian entrepreneur, Jorge Paulo Lemann. It works 
to better the quality of public education in Brazil, with a focus on a guarantee of student learning. The objective 
behind all of the Lemann Foundation’s projects is to contribute so that the country will be able to offer a high-
level education to all. 
 

ISMART 
Created in 1999, the Social Institute for Motivating, Supporting and Recognizing Talent (ISMART) aims for the 
well-rounded development of low-income talent, identifying students in their home communities and providing 
them with quality formal education as well as opportunities and experiences that allow them to develop their full 
potential. Through a rigorous selection process, ISMART identifies students with outstanding academic promise 
in the cities where it operates, aligning its program content with that of the best private schools in these regions 
and continually supporting the personal and intellectual development of participants throughout the process.  
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MLAB JANUARY PROGRAM GUEST SPEAKERS 

  

 

Amauri Bordini  
Institutional Relations Analyst 
Fundação Estudar 

Amauri Bordini graduated with a degree in International Relations from the Pontifical Catholic University of 
São Paulo. He then received his Master's degree in International Public Management from Sciences Po Paris. 
At Fundação Estudar, he is responsible for institutional partnerships and for the promotion of its educational 
programs (Estudar Fora and Personal Prep). 

 

 

Claudio Sassaki 
Founder  
Geekie 

Claudio Sassaki is the founder of Geekie, a start-up focused on adaptive learning that personalizes teaching 
through technology so that all students may develop their full potential. He was the CFO of Petra Energia and 
has almost 10 years of experience in investment banking, having been a Vice-President at both Goldman Sachs 
and Credit Suisse, in addition to other financial institutions. Sassaki received his MBA and Master’s in 
Education from Stanfod and his Bachelor’s degree in Architecture and Urbanism from the University of São 
Paulo. 

 

 

Flávia Buarque de Almeida 
Managing Director 
Península Participações 

Flávia Almeida is currently Managing Director of Peninsula Participações S.A. She is also an independent Board 
Member of Lojas Renner S.A., in addition to being a member of the Board of Overseers of Harvard University. 
Prior to Peninsula, Flávia was a Partner and Head of South America at the Monitor Group. She worked for 
more than 7 years at Camargo Correa Group, where she was the head of the Holding of the Family 
(Participações Morro Vermelho S.A.), as well as a Board Member for many of its businesses (e.g., Camargo 
Correa S.A., Alpargatas, Intercement, Construtora Camargo Correa, among others). Before joining Camargo 
Correa Group, Flávia was a Partner at McKinsey and Company, where she worked for more than 13 years with 
significant experience in governance and strategy, working very intensively with family-controlled 
conglomerates. Flávia received her undergraduate degree from Fundação Getúlio Vargas and her MBA from 
Harvard University. She is a member of the Young Presidents Organization, a member of the Brazilian Advisory 
Board for the David Rockefeller Center of Latin American Studies, a member of the Educational Board at 
INSPER, a director at Bienal São Paulo. Flávia is married and has two sons.  
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Jorge Paulo Lemann  
Co-Founder of 3G Capital; Founder and Chair of Fundação Lemann; Co-Founder and Board 
Member of Fundação Estudar 

Jorge Paulo Lemann regards education as Brazil’s most important challenge. He divides his time between 
corporate boards, family and educational causes and is the Founder and Chair of the Lemann Foundation, a 
not-for-profit organization that focuses on improving public education in Brazil. He is also the Co-Founder and 
a Board Member of Fundação Estudar, an organization that has provided merit-based scholarships for 
exceptional Brazilians to study at leading universities in the United States, Brazil and other countries for two 
decades. Lemann has generously supported cross-cultural initiatives at Harvard University, including the Brazil 
Studies Program and Brazil Office of the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies (DRCLAS), for 
over a decade. He established the Lemann Visiting Scholars program and, more recently, the Lemann Fellows 
program at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, the Harvard School of Public Health, and the Harvard 
Kennedy School and the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. He has actively engaged with the 38 students 
who comprise the first five cohorts of Lemann Fellows, as well as with students he has supported at Harvard 
College, Harvard Business School and elsewhere at the University. In business, Lemann is one of the 
controlling shareholders of Anheuser-Busch Inbev (ABI), the world’s biggest brewer, formed when Inbev 
acquired Anheuser-Busch in November 2008. He shares control of the brewer with his former investment 
banking partners Marcel Telles and Carlos Alberto Sicupira, as well as with the Belgian families that controlled 
Inbev’s predecessor, Interbrew. The Lemann-Telles-Sicupira trio, which also controls Brazilian retailer Lojas 
Americanas, has played a central role in fostering entrepreneurship and meritocracy in Brazil and globally. 
Lemann enjoys tennis and played at Wimbledon and in the Davis Cup. He received a Bachelor's degree in 
Economics from Harvard College, 1961. 

 

 

Laila Parada-Worby  
Prep Program Coordinator  
Fundação Estudar 

Laila graduated from Harvard College in 2012, where she majored in History and Literature with a focus in 
Latin America. In 2010, she spent an exchange semester at the Centro de Lenguas Modernas of the University 
of Granada in Spain. In the summer of 2011, Laila participated in an internship program through the David 
Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies where she worked with Instituto Fazendo História, a non-profit 
in São Paulo that supports children and adolescents in shelters. That same summer, Laila conducted 
independent thesis research in Rio de Janeiro with the support of the Harvard College Research Program. Her 
thesis about Brazilian popular music won the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies’ prize for a 
thesis of distinction in History and Literature. She speaks English, Spanish and Portuguese.  
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MLAB PARTICIPANTS: HARVARD COLLEGE MENTORS 
 

 

 
 

Amanda Rodrigues 
Harvard College, 2014 
A.B. Candidate in English 
 

 
 

Andrew Vincent 
Harvard College, 2014 
A.B. Candidate in Classics 
 

 
 

Arturo Nava 
Harvard College, 2016 
A.B. Candidate in Sociology 
 

 
 

Brenda Serpas 
Harvard College, 2016 
A.B. Candidate in Romance Languages 
and Literatures 
 

 
 

Carlos Rivera 
Harvard College, 2017 
A.B. Candidate 
 

 
 

David Coletti 
Harvard College, 2017 
A.B. Candidate 
 

 
 

Ezekiel Adigun 
Harvard College, 2014 
A.B. Candidate in Neurobiology 
 

 
 

Gabriela Weldon 
Harvard College, 2016 
A.B. Candidate 
 

 
 

Giovanna Robledo 
Harvard College, 2017 
A.B. Candidate in Social Studies 
 

 
 

Jazly Liriano 
Harvard College, 2016 
A.B. Candidate in Human Evolutionary 
Biology 
 
 

 
 

Karla Mendoza 
Harvard College, 2017 
A.B. Candidate in Neurobiology 
 

 
 

Lenica Morales-Valenzuela 
Harvard College, 2015 
A.B. Candidate in Romance Languages 
and Literatures (Hispanic Studies) 
 

 
 

Michael Gellman 
Harvard College, 2017 
A.B. Candidate in Romance Languages 
and Literatures (Latin American 
Studies) 
 

 
 

Rainjade Chung 
Harvard College, 2014 
A.B. Candidate in Human 
Developmental and Regenerative 
Biology 
 

 
 

Tiffany Fonseca 
Harvard College, 2015 
A.B. Candidate in Romance Languages 
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MLAB PARTICIPANTS: BRAZILIAN HIGH SCHOOL MENTEES 
 

 
 

Amanda Vidotto Cerqueira  
Colégio ETAPA, 1º EM 

 
 

Beatriz Silveira de Arruda  
Colégio ETAPA (Valinhos), 2º EM 

 
 

Camila Marques de Oliveira  
Colégio ETAPA, 2º EM 

 
 

Gabriel Lucca Senoni Gimenes  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 1º EM 
ISMART 

 
 

Giovanna Vendramini  
Colégio ETAPA (Valinhos), 1º EM 

 
 

Guilherme Quadros Calazans  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 
 

Joany D'avila de Oliveira Silva  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 
 

Juliana Rubinatto Serrano  
Colégio ETAPA, 1º EM 

 
 

Kevin Eiji Iwashita  
Colégio ETAPA, 2º EM 

 
 

Luciano de Figueiredo González  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
 

 
 

Marciel Silva de Almeida  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 
 

Marco Antonio Lima Caribé Filho  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 
 

Rodrigo Silva Ferreira  
Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante, 1º EM 

 
 

Victor Claro De Simone  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
 

 
 

Walquiria Kiyomi Yuri Backx van 
Buggenhout  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 1º EM 
ISMART 
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MLAB PARTICIPANTS: MENTOR & MENTEE PAIRS 
 

Harvard College Mentors 
 

Brazilian Mentees 
 

 

Amanda Rodrigues  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Joany D'avila de Oliveira Silva  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 

 

Andrew Vincent  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Kevin Eiji Iwashita  
Colégio ETAPA, 2º EM 

 

 

Arturo Nava  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Gabriel Lucca Senoni Gimenes  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 1º EM 
ISMART 

 

 

Brenda Marisol Serpas  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Giovanna Vendramini  
Colégio ETAPA (Valinhos), 1º EM 

 

 

Carlos Rivera  
Harvard College, 2017 

 

 

Victor Claro De Simone  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 

 

 

David Coletti  
Harvard College, 2017 
 

 

 

Guilherme Quadros Calazans  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 

 

Ezekiel Ejidayo Adigun  
Harvard College, 2014 

 

 

Marco Antonio Lima Caribé Filho  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 
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Gabriela Weldon  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Walquiria Kiyomi Yuri Backx van 
Buggenhout  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 1º EM 
ISMART 

 

 

Giovanna Robledo  
Harvard College, 2017 

 

 

Juliana Rubinatto Serrano  
Colégio ETAPA, 1º EM 

 

 

Jazly Liriano  
Harvard College, 2016 

 

 

Camila Marques de Oliveira  
Colégio ETAPA, 2º EM 

 

 

Karla Mendoza  
Harvard College, 2017 

 

 

Beatriz Silveira de Arruda  
Colégio ETAPA (Valinhos), 2º EM 

 

 

Lenica Morales-Valenzuela  
Harvard College, 2015 

 

 

Amanda Vidotto Cerqueira  
Colégio ETAPA, 1º EM 

 

 

Michael Gellman  
Harvard College, 2017 
 

 

 

Marciel Silva de Almeida  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
ISMART 

 

 

Rainjade Chung  
Harvard College, 2016 
 

 

 

Rodrigo Silva Ferreira  
Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante, 1º EM 

 

 

Tiffany Mariah Fonseca  
Harvard College, 2015 

 

 

Luciano de Figueiredo González  
Colégio Bandeirantes, 2º EM 
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MLAB BIOGRAPHIES: HARVARD MENTORS 
 

 

Amanda Rodrigues  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

My name is Amanda Rodrigues and I was born in Connecticut.  I lived there my entire life until I went to Harvard.  
The last four years, I have lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts and spent my summers in Venice and Florence.  I 
am in my last year at Harvard and someday, I would love to write novels.  My hobbies are traveling, writing, 
dancing, singing, and exploring.  My family is made up of my mom, my dad, my brother, and my grandparents 
and we have four dogs (although I’m not really an animal person).  I love to read and I’m part of an online journal 
on campus.  I am made very easily happy by the littlest things – a pretty sunrise, a good walk in the afternoon, 
and most importantly, the love of my friends and family.  I love coffee, chocolate, and anything sweet.  I am so 
excited to meet you all and to see Brazil! 
 

 

Andrew Vincent  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

I am from Boston, although I grew up in towns surrounding Boston until I was 10. Both of my parents were born 
and raised there, and since I moved here I have called it my home. Ever since I can remember, I’ve loved to read. 
My favorite genres are fantasy and fiction novels, but I also like historical fiction or historical accounts as well. In 
middle school, I became active in a community service program, and that’s had a huge impact on me as well. 
Throughout middle school and high school, the environment encouraged me to think about giving back to 
others, and that’s something that sticks with me today. I’d say the biggest moments in my life so far include the 
2008 Presidential Campaign when President Obama was elected, gaining admittance to Harvard in 2009, and 
going to Japan in 2011, 2012, 2013. Excited to add MLAB to that list!  
 

 

Arturo Nava  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Arturo Nava is a sophomore at Harvard College studying Sociology with a secondary in Psychology. A first-
generation college student from Los Angeles, California, Arturo is determined to serve as a positive role model 
for others. At Harvard, he has continued to pursue his passion for public service. He serves as a volunteer with 
the Phillip Brooks House Association, mentoring children through the Keylatch After-School Program, and is a 
mentor for the Crimson Summer Academy, working with local high performing, underprivileged high school 
students. Arturo is also heavily involved with Fuerza Latina, Harvard’s pan-Latin American organization on 
campus. In his free time, he enjoys playing a quick game of volleyball and taking in the very little sun that Boston 
offers. Arturo is excited to be a part of the MLAB program because he has witnessed first-hand the important 
role mentors have had throughout his life. He is looking forward to the great relationships that will be 
established among the MLAB family.  
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Brenda Marisol Serpas  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Oi galera my name is Brenda and I was born and raised in Houston, Texas. Both my parents are from El Salvador 
and I grew up speaking Spanish as well as English. I have a passion for traveling and new learning languages like 
Portuguese and French. I am currently a sophomore at Harvard where I am studying Romance Languages and 
Literatures along with government. I love to listen to anything from pop to indie rock to salsa. I particularly like 
to listen to hip-hop and alternative rock. With the exception of Beyonce and Kanye West, a peek into my iPod is 
a visible British Invasion by favorite artists like Coldplay, the Arctic Monkeys and Radiohead. I enjoy going to 
concerts, watching movies at the theater and going to museums. Getting to immerse myself in a new country 
and its culture is one of my biggest passions (especially the culinary aspect). After my time at Harvard I hope to 
work abroad, whether it’s in Brazil or anywhere in Europe. 
 

 

Carlos Rivera  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Hello! My name is Carlos Rivera and I am currently a freshman at Harvard College. I’m looking to study either 
Psychology or Neurobiology. In the future I hope to go to medical school and become a physician. I used to live 
in Florida and then moved to North Carolina for a couple years. North Carolina is a semi-rural state that has a lot 
of green spaces and parks. It is a really peaceful place to be. On my free time I really enjoy running, practicing 
martial arts, and going to the gym. I love being in the outdoors from time to time to get away from the city. 
Currently my favorite class is an introductory Psychology class that absolutely fascinates me. It is amazing to see 
how so many of these concepts apply to my daily life. In college, I am most looking forward to the possibilities of 
seeing the world and experiencing different cultures. 
 

 

David Coletti  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Hi everyone! My name is David Coletti, and I am a native of Boston, Massachusetts. I was born in Quincy (which 
is a part of Boston) in June 24, 1994. I have two brothers, whose names are Rocco and Giovanni. I went to a 
Catholic high school in Boston called BC High, and there I was an actor, a singer, and a class representative for 
student government. I am so honored to attend Harvard College, and here I want to study Romance Languages 
and Literatures. I love earning about history, philosophy, and culture. I love listening to music too, especially 
classical, Broadway, and pop. After I graduate, I hope to work with education reform and to travel to many parts 
of the world. I am very honored to be in MLAB, and I am going to work hard so that I can be the best mentor 
possible and to learn more about Brazilian culture and education. Thank you!  
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Ezekiel Ejidayo Adigun  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Hello! My name is Ezekiel Adigun, and I'm from Washington, DC. I am currently a senior at Harvard University 
studying Neurobiology and Portuguese. At Harvard, I am a co-director of Expressions Dance Company (hip-hop 
dance) and a peer advisor for freshman. I began learning Portuguese during my sophomore year of college, and I 
was fortunate enough to study abroad in Rio de Janeiro for 6 months during my junior spring semester. While 
there, I studied Brazilian history and literature, I took capoeira classes, danced samba, made amazing friends, 
and got to travel around the entire country. My wonderful experience there combined with my previous 
teaching and mentorship experiences led me to MLAB. I am very excited about this program and the potential it 
has to connect talented Brazilian students to the wonderful resources out there and to help them succeed at 
whatever they put their mind to. 
 

 

Gabriela Weldon  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Hi, my name is Gabriela Weldon, but most people call me Gabi (pronounced Guh-bee). I technically live in 
Louisville, Colorado, but I tell everyone I’m from Boulder. I am currently trying to decide between History and 
Literature, Psychology, and Government as my concentration, but I’m about as undecided as it gets—which, if 
you know me, is pretty representative of my personality. Coming from an outdoorsy town (still pretending I’m a 
Boulderite,) I love to go on walks and hikes, and have recently gotten really into Bikram Yoga. While I love my 
mountainous state, I have always wanted to live by or on a beach, which is part of the reason I love Brazil so 
much. I started taking Portuguese last fall, but I really should’ve learned it a lot earlier, as my mom grew up in 
Rio de Janeiro, and we go there to visit family fairly often (my mom is also a high school Portuguese teacher, so I 
really have no excuse.) Even if it’s overdue, I am glad to be improving my Portuguese skills now, and I’m 
incredibly excited to improve them more through this program as I learn more about the Brazilian education 
system and all of the wonderful Brazilian MLAB mentees! 
 

 

Giovanna Robledo  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Giovanna Robledo is a freshman at Harvard University thinking of studying Social Anthropology with a minor in 
Ethnicity, Migration, and Rights. Giovanna was born in Mexico and lived there for six years before moving to the 
San Diego, California, in search of a better education. Having been exposed to two different cultures and 
traditions at a very young age, Giovanna has grown to love and appreciate the diversity that exists around the 
world. She is fluent in English and Spanish and is currently studying Portuguese as well. Giovanna is really excited 
to be part of MLAB, where her passion to help and mentor kids and her passion for different cultures come 
together. Besides MLAB, Giovanna is also doing Strong Women Strong Girls, a program that teaches young girls 
about strong women in today’s society, hoping to empower and inspire them. She is also a part of Harvard's 
Baile Folklorico and Act on A Dream. Harvard is a dream come true for Giovanna and she strives to make every 
day productive and memorable. After Harvard, Giovanna hopes to fulfill her dream of becoming an immigration 
lawyer and serve as a voice for those cultures that do not have one.  
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Jazly Liriano  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

My name is Jazly Liriano and I am the daughter of Dominican immigrants. I was born in New York City, second of 
three daughters, and have resided in East Harlem for my entire life. I am really motivated by my family and 
humble upbringing. I like to learn, dance, and spend time with friends. I am a sophomore at Harvard College and 
I am studying Human Evolutionary Biology.  I became interested in learning Portuguese after working with Cape 
Verdean students through a summer camp in Dorchester last summer. The language and culture, mostly how 
similar yet different it is to Spanish and Dominican culture, really interested me. I am passionate about issues of 
educational access and equity in inner-city schools that serve low-income and minority students. I plan to 
become a teacher after college and then continue work in the field of education afterwards. Currently, I work 
with immigrant students in Boston through a mentoring program that exposes them to different places in their 
city and to role models from Harvard and from the Boston community. It is empowering to watch the students 
grow and to learn valuable lessons from them.  
 

 

Karla Mendoza  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

My name is Karla Mendoza and I was born into a humble, loving family in Tijuana, Mexico in January of 1995. At 
three years of age, I was given the opportunity to immigrate to the United States. I lived in many different cities 
throughout Florida until receiving my permanent residency, after which I moved back to southern California to 
be reunited with the rest of my family. During my youth in Florida and California, I developed a passion for 
softball and science. I loved the sport almost as much as I loved learning about the world around me, and that 
led to many experiences and accomplishments that have made it possible for me to grow and develop as an 
individual. As I grew older, I encountered financial difficulties and became the child of an independent mother.  
However, I have always had the resources to pursue my passions and I’ve learned to appreciate the sacrifices my 
family has had to make for me to be at the college of my dreams. Because of this, I am inspired to continue my 
education at Harvard to become a surgeon and give back to a community that gave so much to me. 
 

 

Lenica Morales-Valenzuela  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Olá! My name is Lenica J. Morales-Valenzuela. I am a current junior at Harvard College and I study Romance 
Languages and Literature and Archaeology. My interests outside of school include playing rugby, working for 
Dorm Crew, mentoring with the South Boston Afterschool Program and working for the Peabody Museum as a 
lab technician. My hobbies also include horseback riding, making arts and crafts and training with Crossfit. I am 
the first person in my family to graduate from high school and attend university. As such, I have grown up 
knowing the value of a quality education and the impact that one makes on future generations. Having the 
opportunity to work with MLAB means getting the privileged to work with Brazilian students in trying to set 
specific goals and intentions to make certain dreams possible. Everyone should have an opportunity to an 
education despite socioeconomic status, location or background. I look forward to working with my mentee this 
year and making MLAB an impactful experience for the rest of both of our lives. 
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Michael Gellman  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

My name is Michael Sivitz Gellman and I am a freshman at Harvard College hoping to concentrate in Latin 
American studies through the department of Romance Languages and Literatures. I love to sing, act, and dance, 
as well as compose music on the piano. My interest in Latin America was sparked in high school when I began 
learning Spanish, and ultimately was the impetus for my decision to take a year off and travel in Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala. I've always had an interest in how different groups of people interact 
with one another, and during my junior and senior years of high school I conducted research in a Cognitive 
Neuroscience lab exploring questions of in-group and out-group learning. On my gap year, however, I got the 
chance to experience on a more personal level the thrills and challenges of living with many kinds of people who 
have many different cultural backgrounds. I am thrilled to have the opportunity to engage with another new set 
of people and places in Brazil this J-term! 
 

 

Rainjade Chung  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Rainjade Chung is a senior at Harvard College studying Human Developmental and Regenerative Biology. At 
Harvard, Rainjade devotes most of her time to public service, working with at-risk low-income youth in South 
Boston. She directed and continues to volunteer with the South Boston After School Program to provide high 
quality programming to underprivileged students. Rainjade also works at the Harvard Square Homeless Shelter, 
cooking food for guests and providing a listening ear. In her free time, she enjoys watching TV and movies, 
eating ethnic food, and exercising. She also enjoys reading books and her favorite author at the moment is 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Rainjade is excited to work closely with the MLAB community in the following months 
to develop meaningful relationships that will help propel our students to success! 
 

 

Tiffany Mariah Fonseca  
Undergraduate Student  
Harvard College  

Tiffany Fonseca is a junior at Harvard College concentrating in Latin American Studies. She was born and raised 
in Boston, Massachusetts. She studies Spanish, Portuguese, and Latin American literature, government and 
history. She spent the first semester of junior year studying in Rio de Janeiro and is in love with Brazil. She loves 
reading and exploring new cultures. She wanted to be a part of MLAB to help make a difference in the lives of 
people who may not have the resources. Stemming for a young age she has always had an interest in questions 
of poverty, social justice and equal opportunity, which was reinforced after interning at Oxfam America and 
getting an inside look at many NGO’s. She wants to be able to work on these issues after graduation. She also 
enjoys baking, running, and rowing on the women’s lightweight team. She wants MLAB to be the means through 
which she may positively impact her mentee, and hopes the experience will also do the same for her.  
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MLAB BIOGRAPHIES: BRAZILIAN MENTEES 
 

 

Amanda Vidotto Cerqueira  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

Hi, my name is Amanda Vidotto Cerqueira and I'm 15 years old. I'm in my first year of high school at Etapa. I 
spend most of my time at school studying for olympiads, specifically for math and history. Actually those are my 
favorite subjects; however, I also do the Olympiads for astronomy, physics and chemistry. When I'm outside of 
school, I like playing the piano(I love music!), taking photos, reading and watching movies. I also like teaching, so 
on the weekends I tutor public school students in math, with a program called VOA. I dream of studying abroad, 
at one of the top universities and I believe that not only will MLAB help me reaching this dream, but it will also 
provide me with the cultural background that will make things much easier for me if someday I get to go to one 
of these universities. 
 

 

Beatriz Silveira de Arruda  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

My name is Beatriz Silveira de Arruda. I’m 17 years old from Jundiaí, a city near São Paulo, and I study at Colégio 
Etapa. Throughout my youth, I decided to overcome my fear of facing an audience through the fine arts, 
specifically through drama and music. Drama gave me confidence and music stirred a passion inside me. After 
mastering the recorder, I challenged myself to learn to play the flute—a sweeter but stronger instrument. After 
many years of practice, it’s difficult to relate how amazing it is to share my music. In high school, I also 
developed an interest for science. After winning a full scholarship to Colégio Etapa, I gained many opportunities 
to leave my town for a big city with a new world of people, challenges, and possibilities. Among these 
opportunities was the chance to participate in science Olympiads and take college level classes. I rapidly found 
my new passion for physics—which lets me understand the phenomenon around me while sharpening and 
satisfying my curiosity—astronomy, and linguistics—which shows the fascinating logic of languages. During my 
youth I have discovered my passion for the arts and my enormous thirst for understanding how the world works. 
I’ve learned that it is the challenge of pursuing my passions that reaching a level of mastery that makes me want 
to learn more. I’ve always admired those who contributed to humanity, and I dream of being part of that 
through scientific research to build a better tomorrow. 
 

 

Camila Marques de Oliveira  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

In 2011 I entered a popular course, my expectation was to enter in a Technical School but I learned that I had 
better options, so I worked for them. This course was responsible for introducing me to a discourse of the 
Minister of Education, when my teachers and I asked for accessible universities for everyone and better quality 
schools. In the end of 2011, I received an invitation to take a test for a Project named "Ampliando Talentos”, 
which brought me to one of the better schools in São Paulo, Colégio ETAPA. There I study much more and the 
focus is to enter in public university. I have listened to hip hop since I was 7. It was popular in the public school 
but not very popular in my private school. When I entered the private school, I realized that I did not want to 
change, so I am able to stay connected with my life through hip-hop. It is a method to keep me more Camila. 
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Gabriel Lucca Senoni Gimenes  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  
ISMART 

I’m Gabriel and I’m fifteen years old. I was born and raised in São Paulo, SP. I enjoy playing videogames, reading 
books, studying and also everything related to technology. I am part of a program called ISMART, in which I 
received a scholarship to study at Colégio Bandeirantes. Thereafter, I started to develop my English skills. Before 
I got the scholarship I studied at a public school, where the course of English was not the best. I love watching TV 
shows, movies and going out with friends. I am addicted to The Walking Dead and Supernatural; they are both 
awesome. At school I enjoy learning new things. All of the goals that I set are all about improving my skills in 
something that I don’t know really well.  In the future, I want to attend a university and study science.  
 

 

Giovanna Vendramini  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

My name is Giovanna Vendramini and I am 15 years old. I have been living in Campinas since I was born. 
Campinas is a city in São Paulo state where there are lots of interesting things to do and places to visit. Campinas 
is a big city famous for UNICAMP University and Shopping Parque Dom Pedro, one of the biggest shopping 
centers in Latin America. I am currently in my first year of secondary school at Colégio Etapa Valinhos. I don’t 
have a favorite subject, however love to take part in math Olympics. Activities I like to do in my free time include 
shopping, watching movies, going to the cinema, and making different kinds of art. 
 

 

Guilherme Quadros Calazans  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  
ISMART 

My name is Guilherme Quadros Calazans. I was born on May 28, 1997, in São Paulo. São Paulo is the most 
populous city of Brazil and of the South American continent, and it is a global city. The routine of São Paulo’s 
inhabitants, who value to every minute of the day, is very busy, and this is no different for me. I study at Colégio 
Bandeirantes, one of the best schools in the country, so I have to dedicate myself to the utmost to get good 
grades. Having to study so much is not as "painful" to me as it is for other students because I really like to study. 
Speaking of studying, my favorite subjects are Math and English. In the English language, I get greater facility 
with writing and listening thus, with the program, I hope to improve my conversation skills. I'm still uncertain, 
but in matter of college, I intend to study Economics or Administration at FEA, Insper or FGV, not counting 
universities outside of Brazil. When I have time to rest, I usually chat with my friends, play video games and play 
soccer (which I am "in love with"). 
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Joany D'avila de Oliveira Silva  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  
ISMART 

My story started in April 20th, 1997. I was born in Araripina, Pernambuco but, when I was 5, I moved to São 
Paulo so I don't have a accent which is an essential feature in the people who live there. When I arrived here, I 
had to do a first year (like kindergarten) again because I wasn't old enough to start our second year (like 2st 
grade). Since that, I have lived in the same neighborhood but not at the same house. When I was a kid, I was 
known by "the talkative" but years later, I became very shy due some problems with friendship. Now a days, I 
believe that I overcame my fears about this. In my house, everything is unexpected: my dad is the "housewife". 
When he was single, He had to cook by himself so he likes to make appetizers. With him, I learned to love 
cooking but I like making dessert better because I'm "glucoholic". I really like to stay with my family because 
everyone makes jokes with one another. This makes every day more fun. I think that I'm a active person because 
I like to do a lot of different things like dance, sing, play sports, act, meditate, photograph, paint, read, watch 
films and, mainly, experiment. 
 

 

Juliana Rubinatto Serrano  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

I was born fifteen years ago in Santo André, São Paulo. I am very talkative, dedicated and determined and I love 
to voice my ideas and opinion. I’ll do whatever I can to solve a problem and heavily value my religion. I have 
always been one of the best students in my class and I was chosen to be the class leader plenty of times. These 
leadership positions are what helped me to develop a passion for my community. I am now an advocate for my 
neighbors and participate in various community-outreach programs. My other great passion is ballet ( other than 
studying, of course). Ballet helps me relax when I'm stressed and i love it! I have been part of several dance 
festivals and, through them, have learned to work in groups and teams. My other hobbies include reading, going 
to the cinema, listening to music and shopping. When my parents got divorced, our financial situation was 
distressed, but my scholarship at Etapa allowed me to continue my education at private schools. My future 
dream is to attend a great university and major in anthropology and archaeology, and then travel the world 
helping poor communities and learning about their culture. I know MLAB will help me fulfill these dreams and 
I'm so excited to be a part of it!  
 

 

Kevin Eiji Iwashita  
High School Student  
Colégio ETAPA  

I was born on February 21st, 1998; on a Carnival Sunday. Interestingly I am not the party type of person, but 
moving on. Since I can remember, my parents were divorced (I think I was two back then), and I live with my 
mom, my elder brother, and my grandparents. It would seem that because of this I probably had a troublesome 
childhood – I can’t exactly say I didn’t – but I can say I was happy, in a house where everyone loves and cares 
about each other. Until now, I have studied at five different schools, one bigger than the other. It is rather 
interesting the fact that I did not maintain friendships from my past schools; I guess the relationships just broke 
off, as our lives diverged naturally. Two months ago I tried to contact the person who was my best friend at 
Rosário, my last school. The conversation didn’t flow at all. But now, I study at Etapa. It is safe to say that this 
place is my second home, where I believe my friendships will last. 
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Luciano de Figueiredo González  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  

Luciano González is a 16 year-old boy who lives in São Paulo and studies at Colégio Bandeirantes.  He likes talking 
about science with others. As a student, he studies hard in order to reach his goals. Luciano has a brother living 
in Germany who studies Musicology. His family comes from Spain so he is fluent in Spanish. He loves his family in 
Madrid, Spain and speaks to them often. He wants to study computational engineering, pure mathematics or 
applied mathematics. His dream is to be a researcher and work for the scientific community. At school he enjoys 
physics, mathematics, chemistry and the lab classes. As hobbies he likes everything associated with computers. 
Recently, he assembled his own computer! Since then he has started studying the programming languages. 
Nowadays he is developing a program of his that calculates prime numbers so it can be more efficient than his 
last programs. Luciano is excited to be a part of the MLAB program because he is sure that his English will 
improve enough so that in the future he will be able to study and research in a more efficient way.  
 

 

Marciel Silva de Almeida  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  
ISMART 

My name is Marciel Silva de Almeida. I was born in Bahia but I moved to Veleiros, Sao Paulo when I was three. I 
went to public school until 8th grade, but now I go to Colégio Bandeirantes. I live with my mom, dad, and two 
older sisters but not my brother because he is studying engineering in Paulo. My favorite classes are my 
computer programming classes, because they are involved with the areas I want to study in college. Right now, 
I'm making a little game with my teacher and my friends to present at the science fair. I like to play video games 
and read Sherlock Holmes books. I've never traveled outside of Brazil but I really want to go to the United States, 
England, and South Korea. I am trying to teach myself Korean online. To improve more I listen to Korean music. 
My favorite Korean music group is called After School. 
 

 

Marco Antonio Lima Caribé Filho  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  
ISMART 

I was born in São Paulo on 05/12/1997. When I was a child, I loved to read the whole day, and I also liked to 
disassemble my toys, especially the electrical ones, to see how they worked. Since my first years in public school, 
I learned information easily, so my math teacher recommended that I apply for a scholarship. So, in 2011 I 
entered the Colégio Bandeirantes. In my first year, I had to study in a public school in the morning and attend a 
preparatory course in the afternoon in Bandeirantes. In 2012, I got officially enrolled in the Colégio. In the 
second year of high school, I had to choose an area, and I chose humanities. However, I didn't like humanities 
very much because I felt there was a strong lack of practical classes. I want to get a degree in biological sciences 
at USP (Universidade de São Paulo) or at an international school. I'm not yet sure which area of biology I will 
follow. 
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Rodrigo Silva Ferreira  
High School Student  
Colégio Ari de Sá Cavalcante  

Rodrigo Ferreira was born in Salvador of Bahia, a multicultural city that hosts the biggest Carnival of the world, 
and he has lived there for almost his whole life. Nowadays, he is living in Fortaleza, a sunny city that has 
beautiful beaches and places to visit. He is a first-year student at Ari de Sá Cavalcante School. His favorite classes 
there are Chemistry, Math, History and English. He also enjoys the laboratory classes that he attends. In free 
time, Rodrigo likes watching movies, reading books and magazines, listening to music and swimming. He enjoys 
going to the beach and trying Japanese dishes! After high school, he intends to study Aeronautical or Chemical 
Engineering and/or International Affairs. His short term dream is to travel abroad in order to have amazing 
experiences with people from different countries and cultures and to learn a lot of languages. He is very excited 
about MLAB, because he believes it is an amazing opportunity to increase self-confidence, mix cultures and meet 
inspiring people. 
 

 

Victor Claro De Simone  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  

Hey my name is Victor De Simone, I'm 15 years old, and I’m in the 2nd year of high school. I'm in the biology 
area, I really like biology and chemistry and I hate Portuguese. I play handball (it's not really popular in the U.S.) 
and my team is the Brazilian champion. I used to fence, and by the way, I was pretty good at it, I actually got 
second place in the South American championship. I love every sport except from soccer (yes I know that's kind 
of weird) and I starting to surf. I love hikes, fishing, bouldering, any nature related thing actually, and I plan on 
becoming a biologist so I think those abilities will be useful for me in the future. While we're on the subject, 
when I grow up I would like to study Native American history and present situation (I'm kind of an anti-
civilization guy). 
 

 

Walquiria Kiyomi Yuri Backx van Buggenhout  
High School Student  
Colégio Bandeirantes  

My name is Walquíria Kiyomi Yuri Backx van Buggenhout, but everyone calls me Wal. My mother is Japanese and 
my father is Belgian, but I was born in São Paulo, Brazil, 15 years ago. When I was 13 years old I got a scholarship 
to attend Colégio Bandeirantes  - before that, studied at a public school (here in Brazil, public schools aren’t  as 
good as private schools). Switching to private school has changed my life a lot. I had to leave the many courses I 
used to take because I don’t have the time for them anymore and have started to study much more than before. 
On the other hand, I have met new people and made new friends and I have also broadened my horizons in my 
academic life. I discovered that I am very dedicated and I like studying a lot (mainly Math, Portuguese, History 
and Geography.) And now I am much closer to conquering my dreams. Someday, I hope I can study at a very 
good college and become an economist. Maybe I will even be able to travel around the world, as I’ve always 
wanted to. I spend most of my time studying, but in my free time I normally go out with my friends to watch a 
film or build houses that I would like to live in, like an architect, on computer programs. 
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MLAB JANUARY PROGRAM BREAKOUT GROUPS 

 

GREEN GROUP 
Amanda Rodrigues 

Joany D’Avila de Oliveira Silva 

Andrew Vincent 
Kevin Eiji Iwashita 

David Coletti 
Guilherme Quadros Calazans 

Brenda Serpas 
Giovanna Vendramini 

Tiffany Fonseca 
Luciano de Figueiredo González 

 

YELLOW GROUP 
Arturo Nava 

Gabriel Lucca Senoni Gimenes 

Gabriela Weldon 
Walquíria Kiyomi Yuri Backx van Buggenhout 

Ezekiel Adigun 
Marco Antonio Lima Caribé Filho 

Jazly Liriano 
Camila Marques de Oliveira 

Karla Mendoza 
Beatriz Silveira de Arruda 

 

BLUE GROUP 
Carlos Rivera 

Victor Claro de Simone 

Rainjade Chung 
Rodrigo Silva Ferreira 

Giovanna Robledo 
Juliana Rubinatto Serrano 

Michael Gellman 
Marciel Silva de Almeida 

Lenica Morales-Valenzuela 
Amanda Vidotto Cerqueira 
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STAFF 
 

 

Isamar Vega 
Post-Graduate Fellow,  
DRCLAS Brazil Office 
ivega13@post.harvard.edu 
+55 (11) 3549-9590 – Office 
+55 (11) 99444-3345 – Cell 
+55 (11) 98919-9393 - Cell  

Jason Dyett 
Director, 
DRCLAS Brazil Office 
jason_dyett@harvard.edu 
+55 (11) 3549-9591 – Office  
+55 (11) 99445-0015 – Cell 

 

 

Marina de Moura 
Student Programs Coordinator 
DRCLAS Brazil Office 
demoura@fas.harvard.edu 
+55 (11) 3549-9593 – Office 
+55 (11) 9444-7466 – Cell  

Carlos da Silva 
Administrative Assistant, 
DRCLAS Brazil Office 
carlosdasilva@fas.harvard.edu 
+55 (11) 3549-9590 - Office 

 

Carlos da Silva joined the Brazil Office of Harvard University’s David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies 
in São Paulo in October 2012 as Administrative Assistant. Carlos acquired expertise in various administrative, 
financial, and educational areas. Prior to joining the Brazil Office, Carlos worked as assistant in the fiscal and 
financial area of a German company, was an advisor for cultural exchange and study programs in Ireland, where 
he lived, studied, and worked. At the Brazil Office, Carlos assists the finance management, is responsible for the 
operations and maintenance of the office and provides support for events, programs and collaborative courses. 
Carlos earned a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from Fernão Dias College in 2007.  
 

Isamar Vega graduated from Harvard College in 2013 with a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and a language 
citation in French. While at Harvard, Isamar was heavily involved with psychology research and undergraduate 
admissions. After participating in DRCLAS's Mentoring and Language Acquisition in Brazil (MLAB) program in 
January 2012, she fell in love with Brazil and education. Consequently, she combined these two interests by 
interning at EducationUSA-Associação Alumni through the Public Policy Immersion Program (PPIP) in São Paulo 
and by mentoring Brazilian students applying to American universities through Fundação Estudar's Prep 
Program. She is currently a Post-Graduate Fellow at the DRCLAS Harvard-Brazil Office in São Paulo. During her 
year in Brazil, Isamar hopes to improve her language skills in Portuguese and to develop her interests in applied 
psychology, education, and travel. 
 

Jason Dyett is Program Director of the Brazil Office, managing the activities and operations of the office in São 
Paulo. Having initially moved to Brazil in 1996 after two and a half years at Harvard's DRCLAS, he established the 
Brazil office of the Economist Intelligence Unit's telecommunications research division. During his first five years 
in Brazil, Dyett gained experience growing technology companies backed by international and Brazilian investors. 
In April 2006, he rejoined the DRCLAS from the Corporate Executive Board, a Washington, DC-based 
organization that provides executive education to public and private companies. Dyett obtained an MBA in 
Finance from the University of Chicago, Graduate School of Business in 2004 and graduated Phi Beta Kappa from 
the University of Vermont in 1994 with a Bachelor's degree in Political Science and Spanish. 
 

Marina de Moura joined the Brazil Office of Harvard University’s David Rockefeller Center for Latin American 
Studies in 2006. She is experienced in student advising, event organization and scholarship application 
administration. Among her responsibilities, Marina provides advice to Harvard students and helps organize and 
execute the Brazil Summer Internship Program, Public Policy Immersion Program and collaborative courses 
involving students from Brazil and from Harvard. Marina has completed her Master's degree in Social Psychology 
from the Pontifical Catholic University of São Paulo in 2007 and her PhD in Education, Arts, and History of 
Culture in 2012 from Mackenzie Presbyterian University.   
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USEFUL CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
LODGING FOR HARVARD PARTICIPANTS 
 
LimeTime Hostel 
www.limetimehostels.com 
Rua Treze de Maio, 1552 – Bela Vista  
São Paulo - SP 
Phone: +55 (11) 2935 5463 
 
ORGANIZATION 
 
Associação David Rockefeller Center da Universidade Harvard 
Av. Paulista, 1337 cj. 171 – Bela Vista  
São Paulo –SP – 01311-200  
Phone: +55 (11) 3549 9590  
brazil_office@harvard.edu  
 
EMERGENCY CONTACTS 
 
Police # 190 
 
SAMU/Medical # 192 
 
Fire #193 
 
AMERICAN CONSULATE 
 
United States Consulate General in São Paulo 
Rua Henri Dunant, 500 – Chácara Santo Antônio 
São Paulo – SP – 04709-110 
Phone: +55 (11) 3250-5000 
After Hours: +55 (11) 5181-8730 
SaoPauloACS@state.gov  
saopaulo.usconsulate.gov 

 


